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ABSTRACT. We prove the existence of a solution for the following problem:

dtu- Au = f(t,x,u)    in(0,T)xfi, u > 0    in(0,T)xfi,

u{T) = u(0)    in fi, u = 0    on (0, T) x dfi,

where fi is a bounded domain of RN and the function f(t,x,-) grows more

slowly than ua at +oo, with a < N/(N - 2).

RESUME. On démontre ici l'existence d'une solution positive pour le problème

parabolique périodique suivant

dtu- Au = f{t,x,u)    in(0,T)xfi, u>0    in(0,T)xfi,

u(T) = u(0)    in fi,        u = 0    on (0, T) x dfi,

où fi est un domaine borné de RN et la fonction /(i,i, ■) croit plus lentement

que ua à l'infini, avec a < N/(N — 2).

Introduction. In [1] we proved some results about the existence of at least one

positive solution to the periodic parabolic problem

dtu-Au = f{t,x,u)    in Qr = (0,T)xfi,

u{T) = u{0)    in fi,        u = 0    on ST = (0, T) x dfi,

where fi is a bounded domain of RN, dfi is locally of class C1, and / is, roughly

speaking, superlinear in the variable u.

To illustrate the results obtained in [1] we will consider the case f{t,x,u) =

m{t,x)ua and we will denote by (PQ) the corresponding problem. In [1] we proved

that (PQ) has at least one positive solution in C2'1,,a(Qt) (0 < p. < 1) if 1 < a <

(N + 1)/{N — 1) and if m satisfies the following conditions:

(1) m(t,x)>m0>0   for all (t,x) in (0,T) x fi,

(2) m(7V) = m(0,-)    in fi,

(3) meC{QT),    ra(-,i)ery1'oo(0,T)    uniformly in z G fi.

Moreover if m satisfies the technical assumption

(4) (dtm(t,x))~ < CçiNm(t,x)    for all (í,i),

where Cn.jv is a positive constant which depends on N and fi, then there exists a

solution of (PQ) for 1< a < (3JV + 8)/(37V - 4).
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In this paper we improve these results in the case 1 < a < N/(N — 2) as follows:

THEOREM l. If m satisfies conditions (l)-(3) and 1 < a < N/(N-2) if N > 2,
a < oo if N = 2, then there is at least one positive solution of (PQ).

REMARK. Our conjecture is that problem (PQ) possesses at least one positive

solution for all a in (1,(7V + 2)/(Ar - 2)), since in the case m{t) = m0 all the

solutions of problem (PQ) are necessarily stationary and there exists at least one

for a in that interval.

This theorem will be proved by using a blow-up method which was introduced

by B. Gidas and J. Spruck in [4] to obtain an L°°-estimate for positive solutions

of semilinear elliptic equations. The same method has been lately used by Y. Giga

and R. V. Kohn in [6] to prove some blow-up results for parabolic problems and by

Y. Giga in [5] to study the asymptotic behavior of the global solutions of semilinear

parabolic equations.

Notation. In all that follows we will denote by C various positive constants,

independent of the variables and functions considered in every case. Finally, either

dt or d/dt will denote the first derivative with respect to i.

The proof of Theorem 1 will consist of several lemmas and propositions. First

we obtain L°°(<3T)-estimates for the solutions of (PQ); then we apply a standard

topological degree argument to infer the existence of a positive solution for (PQ ).

REMARK. When / has not the particular form considered above the assumptions

we have to make on / in order to insure the existence of a positive solution of (P)

are the following:

(5) /(•, -, s) G C(QT)    uniformly for s > 0,

(6) /(*,*,•)€ Wie00 (Ä+),

(7) /(T,v)3E/(0,v)    infixR,

(8) liminf f{t,x, s)/s > Xi    as s —* +oo,

where Ai is the principal eigenvalue of d/dt — A in Qt with periodicity conditions

in t and Dirichlet boundary conditions (see [7]),

(9) /(t,a;,0) = 0    in QT,

(10) limsup/(i,x, s)/s < Ai    as s goes to 0+,

(11)

either \dtf{t, x, s)\ < C\f(t, x, s)\    for all t, x, s, or

(1/s) /   dtf{t,x,r)dr  <Cf(t,x,s)s    foralli,x, s,
Jo

(12) lim f(t, x, s)s  a = h(t, x) > ho > 0   as s goes to + oo, for all t, x.

PROPOSITION 1.   Assume that m satisfies (l)-(3).  Then there exists a positive

constant C such that if u is a solution (PQ) and a > 1, we have

(13) /     f(t,x,u)dtdx<C.
Jqt

This proposition is proved in [1] and we will not redo it here. The main argu-

ment in this proof has already been used in [2] to treat general superlinear elliptic
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problems and lies in a method introduced in [4] to study the behavior of positive

solutions of elliptic and parabolic problems near the boundary.

PROPOSITION 2. Assume that m satisfies (l)-(3) and that there exists a se-

quence of solutions of (Pa), {uk}, in C2,1{Qt) such that ||«fc||¿oo = Mk —* +oo.

Then there exists a function u in C2,1{R x RN) satisfying

dtu-Au = ua    in R x RN,
14

u>0,        ueL°°(RxRN),        UjéO.

PROOF. This proof is already given in [1] and so we will only sketch it here. For

all k define Xk, r, y, and vk as follows

X2k/{a-1]Mk = 1,    y={x-Pk)/Xk,    r = (t-tk)/X2,    vk(r,y) = X2k/{a-1)uk(t,x),

where (tk, Pk) is a maximum point of uk(uk(tk, Pk) = Mk).

1st case. Assume that there is an accumulation point of {(tk,Pk)}, (t,P), in

[0,T] xfi.

The functions vk are well defined in the set Ak<s = (—6/Xk,6/Xk) x B(6/Xk),

6 small, where Bß{M) = {x G RN/\x - M\ < ß} for any M in RN, ß in R+.

Now since ||ufc||L~ = 1^(0,0) = 1 for all k, the vk satisfy the equation

(15) dtvk - Avk =m(tk-r- X2kT,Pk + Xky){vk)a    in Ak¡6

and since Xk —* 0 as k goes to +oo, we have the local estimates we need to pass to

the limit in (7) and obtain the existence of u. Indeed we may get rid of m(t, P) by

a simple scale change.

2nd case. All the accumulation points of the sequence {(tk,Pk)} lie on [0, T] xdfi.

Let (t,P) be an accumulation point of the sequence of the points of maxima of

uk. We may assume without loss of generality that dfi lies on the set {zjv = 0}

near (t, P) and that the Nth coordinate of Pk is positive. Then we define vk as

above and we observe that this time the functions vk are well defined in the sets

D6,k = (S/X2,S/X2k) x (B(6/Xk) n {y/yN > -(dk/Xk)}),    6 small,

where dk = d(Pk,dQ). Hence we may again obtain the local convergence of {vk}

towards a function v satisfying:

dtv -Av = m(t, PK    in R x {y G RN/yN > -s},

v = 0    on R x {y/yN > -s},        v(0,0) = ||ü||¿~ = 1,     v > 0,

where s = \im(dk/Xk) as k goes to +oo. If dfi is not contained in {xjv = 0} near

(t,P), one can always make a local coordinate change to have it. Doing so we see

that vk is the solution of an elliptic equation more general than (15) in Ds,k- Then

we pass to the limit as above and obtain that the limit function v is a solution of an

elliptic problem as (16), where —A has been replaced by a general elliptic operator

with constant coefficients. By a conveniently chosen coordinate change we will be

able to reduce this case to the preceding one, when (16) holds.

Now, if s = +oo, we may conclude as in the first case. If on the contrary s < +00,

then we may argue as follows: Let us denote y' = (?/i.;Vjv-i): 'hen

(dv/dyN){T,y',-s) = \ïm(dvk/dyN){T, y', -(dk/Xk.))    as k -* +00,
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and

(dvk/dyN)(T,y',-(dk/Xk)) = AÈ*+l)/(a-1,{dtifc/***)(i,Ç*)

for some Qk E dû.

Then we have

\(dvk/dyN)(T,y',-(dk/Xk))\ < A¿a+1)/<a-1)||Vti||i«((olT)>can).

But as we showed in [1], Proposition 1 allows us to prove that Vu is uniformly

bounded in a uniform neighborhood of St', hence dv/dy^ = 0 on {y/yN — — s}.

Therefore we may define a new function u0 in C2,l(R x RN) as follows:

Mr,V ,Vn) = <    ,     ,
,yN), VN > -s,

-2s-yN),     yN < -s,

and finally we obtain u from vq by a scale change.

We prove next the result which allows us to improve the theorem given in [1].

PROPOSITION 3. Ifl<a< N/(N - 2) and m satisfies (l)-(3) there exists a

positive constant C such that ||u||L°°((o,r)xf2) < C for all the solutions u of (Pa).

PROOF. If this result does not hold, then there exists a sequence of solutions

of (PQ), {ufc}, satisfying ||ufc||ioo = Mk —> +oo as k goes to +00. Then we apply

Proposition 2 to obtain the existence of a function u satisfying (14). Moreover, for

every k we have

//   {duk/dt)2dtdx= - if    m'{t)uka+l\a + l)-ldtdx
J Jqt JJqt

< c ÍÍ    uïa+i) dt dx < CMk if   Ma dt dx,
J Jqt J Jqt

and this last integral is bounded uniformly in k, as shown in Proposition 1.

On the other hand, for k large and for every R > 0 fixed we have

// (dvk/dT)2dTdy<2X[4/{a-1)+2-N] if   (duk/dt)2dtdx
JJ[0,R]xBR JJQt

<2CMkx[4/{a~1)+2-Nl

Finally by the definition of Xk we see that (MkXk'(a~ '+ ') —> 0 as k goes

to +00 if a < N/(N — 2). Hence dv/dr = 0 in R x RN and this implies that v is

independent of r and satisfies the following elliptic problem:

(17) -Av = va    inRN,        v>0,    v G L°°{RN),        v¿0.

But this is impossible because, as it is shown in [4], problem (16) has no solution.

Therefore such a sequence {uk} cannot exist and the proof is complete.

Now, before applying the degree argument which will allow us to finish the proof

of Theorem 1, let us give the following auxiliary lemma.

LEMMA 4. There exists a positive constant 6 such that ||«fc||/-oo((o,r)xn) > è

for all the solutions u of (PQ)-

PROOF. If there were a sequence of solutions of the problem (P0), {uk}, sat-

isfying ||ufc||z,oo —> 0 as k goes to +00, the function wk = UA:/||wfc||z,°° would be a
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solution for the problem

dtwk - Awk = m{t,x)uk'~1wk    in QT,

wk(T) = wk{0)    in fi,        wk = 0    on ST,

and for k large enough ||ui_   ||z,°° < Ai(m), where Ai(m) is the principal eigen-

value of the problem

dtu — Au = Xm(t, x)u    \nQT,

u{T) = u(0)    in fi,        u = 0    on ST

(see [7]). Hence wk cannot exist, since its existence would contradict Ai's definition.

Therefore,

inf{||it||¿«>((o,r)xn) I u a solution of (PQ)} > 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The topological argument we will use to conclude is

exactly the same as in [1]. As we pointed out above the improvement obtained

here is due to the fact that now we are able to obtain L°°-estimates under weaker

assumptions on m.

Let us then sketch the end of the proof.

We define Kx : Wl>*(QT) -* Wl>*{QT) by Kxu = v if and only if:

dtv — Av — Xm(t, x)ua    in Qt,

(19) v = 0    on ST,        v>0    in QT,

v{T) = v{0)    in fi.

We can easily verify that for q large Kx is well defined and compact. Moreover

by Lemma 4 there is no fixed point of K\ in the ball of radius p and centered in the

origin for some constant p > 0 and for all A G [0,1]. Therefore d(I — K\,BP,0) = 1,

where by d(-, -, •) we denote the Leray-Schauder degree.

On the other hand, we define another family of operators from Wx'q(Qt) into

itself as follows: T¿u = v if and only if v is a solution of the problem

dtv - Av — m(t, x)(va + Lv + L)    in QT,

(20) v = 0    on ST,        v>0    in QT,

v(T) = i>(0)    in fi.

By Proposition 3, for every L > 0 there exists C(L) > 0 such that if T^u = u,

then ||u||i,~ < C(L). Furthermore it can be easily verified that for L larger than

a certain Lq, there is no fixed point of T¿. Then we can prove the existence of M

such that if u is a fixed point of T¿ and L G [0, L0], then ||u||l°° < M and therefore

it is obvious that d(I - Ti,B\¡,Q) = 0 for all L in [0, Lq\. Finally since K\ = T0

we see that d(I — Ki, Bm — Bp,0) = — 1, and the existence of a positive solution of

(PQ) follows immediately.
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